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Kore.ai Bots for SAP HR/HCM
Meet Your 24/7 Digital Assistant

AI-rich bots designed to instantly perform the most
cumbersome HR/HCM tasks
The Kore.ai Bots for SAP HR/HCM give enterprises back time
and money by bringing the power of AI-rich chatbots to human
resources and human capital management processes.
Using natural language and an easy-to-use conversational
interface, employees can quickly request and manage PTO
requests and get update alerts, log and manage timesheets,
manage shifts, get employee details, hierarchies, or employee
lists by location, and give badges – from the convenience of their
fingertips or voice via channels such as web, mobile, SMS, and
more. With this smart companion, getting tasks done is as fast
as sending a text or speaking a command.

Simpler, Faster, More Humanlike Access
Engage more naturally: Turn repetitive
requests and updates into natural interactions
by letting employees engage how they typically
communicate—via voice and text.
Put employees in control: Eliminate frustrating
back-and-forth wait times and complicated admin
tasks by letting employees instantly submit and track
requests anytime, anywhere.
Modernize your delivery: Let employees connect
from today’s popular communication channels, and
get more from your enterprise system investments
already in place.
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Kore.ai Bots for SAP HR/HCM
With Kore.ai Bots for SAP HR/HCM, enterprises gain an advantage of freeing employees from time-consuming
administrative tasks to focus on meaningful work, not toggling between systems and screens.

Natural language ease
Traditional systems require users to log in and understand how to
work with each application – where to click, what fields to enter,
what actions to take, and what to do next. Natural language
interfaces let users create and manage everyday HR tasks using a
familiar, conversational approach.

Multi-channel flexibility and conversation history
Users can break free of system requirements by performing
tasks from the channel of their choice. They can even start in one
channel and resume in another without starting over.

Smart technology
When it comes to user experience, one size doesn’t fit all. With
intelligence built in, you can now offer 1:1 personalized experiences
using modern technology that seeks to understand and complete
tasks faster.

Put Intelligent Chatbots to
Work for Your Employees to:
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Get available PTO
Request PTO
Approve/deny PTO requests
Get employee lists by location
Get employee details
Give badges
Get PTO notifications for
request updates

Actionable, simple response options
Equip users to never skip a beat or miss an update with on-the-go
alerts, which they can take action from instantly – wherever they are.

SAP-Certified Kore.ai Bots Platform
Kore.ai provides the only SAP-certified bots platform for
companies across all industries to access cutting-edge,
smart technology to build and deploy chatbots, via out-ofthe-box and fully customizable options.
Our enterprise-grade, end-to-end Bots Platform offers
flexibility for businesses to use our pre-built bots or build
their own, once, and simply optimize across multiple
communication channels such as web, mobile, SMS, email,
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Skype, Spark, Fiori apps, messaging clients, and other
social platforms.
The Kore.ai Bots Platform contains all necessary enterpriseclass components, including the Kore.ai Bot Builder, awardwinning natural language processing engine, machine
learning, intelligence, middleware, robust security controls,
analytics, and admin console—to satisfy cloud or onpremise requirements.

